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1. Introduction. In the study of the unitary equivalence problem

for (bounded) operators on Hubert space, it is frequently useful to

know conditions under which *-algebra isomorphisms between cer-

tain operator algebras are implemented by a unitary operator on the

underlying Hubert space.

In particular, one of the authors proved a theorem of this nature

[3, Theorem 2] concerning von Neumann (v.N.) subalgebras of a

finite v.N. algebra of type I, and then used this result as a central

tool in setting forth a complete set of unitary invariants for the class

of ra-normal operators [3, Corollary 3.1].

On the other hand, the other author set forth a complete set of

unitary invariants for Hilbert-Schmidt operators [l, Theorem 4],

but in doing so used only operator theoretic techniques. Thus while

[l, Theorem 4] is easily seen to be the natural analogue for Hilbert-

Schmidt operators of [3, Corollary 3.1 ], there was no natural analogue

for Hilbert-Schmidt operators of the result [3, Theorem 2].

It is the purpose of this note to prove the natural analogue of [3,

Theorem 2] for *-subalgebras of the algebra of Hilbert-Schmidt oper-

ators, and then to deduce [l, Theorem 4] from this result anew. This

provides a proof for [l, Theorem 4] that is algebraic in character and

somewhat simpler than the original proof in [l]. It seems quite inter-

esting to us that this close parallelism exists between the results of

[3] and the corresponding results for the Hilbert-Schmidt class.

2. We begin with some preparatory definitions and notation. Let

3C be any separable Hubert space. We follow Schatten [S] by adopt

ing the notation (re) and (<rc) lor the *-algebras of trace-class and

Hilbert-Schmidt operators on 3C, respectively. If (<rc) is assigned the

Schmidt norm || ||„, then (ere) becomes a Banach *-algebra, and in

fact, an if*-algebra [4]. (It is the known structure theory for H*-

algebras that makes our program possible.) The trace of an operator

^4G(tc) is denoted by t(A). The reader is reminded that ||.4||*

— t(A*A) and that an operator A E(re) if and only if A =BC where

B, CE(<rc).
Let W denote the free multiplicative semi-group on the symbols

x and y, and let W denote the set obtained by removing from W
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the two words x and y of length one. Words in IF are denoted by

w(x, y), and the set of all polynomials pix, y) which are (finite, com-

plex) linear combinations of words w(x, y) G W is denoted by P. Be-

cause of the fact that an operator A E ire) has the same trace as any

operator of the form A ©0 (and we wish to discuss unitary equiva-

lence as opposed to isometric equivalence), the following definitions

are pertinent. For any operator A, let 3tl be the largest subspace of 3C

which reduces A and which has the property that the restriction of

A to 9TI is the zero operator. (It is easy to see that 9TC is the intersec-

tion of the null spaces of A and A*.) Denote by 6(^4) the dimension

of 3TC, where the dimension of the subspace {o} is taken to be zero.

Also, if ß is any *-subalgebra of (crc), denote by 3TC((2) the subspace

fusa 9TC04) of 3C, and write ô(Ct) =dim 311(a).
We now quote [l, Theorem 4].

Theorem A. Let A be any operator in i<rc). Then A is unitarily

equivalent to an operator B acting on 3C if and only if BE ice), 5(^4)

= ô(P), and t[w(A, A*)]=t[w(B, B*)]for each w(x, y)EW.

Before stating the analogue of [3, Theorem 2] that we shall use to

prove Theorem A anew, we obtain the following lemma.

Lemma 2.1. Let A be any *-subalgebra of (crc) which is closed in the

Schmidt norm. Then every AEAC^Ítc) can be written A=BC where

B, CEA.

Proof. A is a semi-simple H*-algebra along with (or), and we con-

sider first the case in which A is simple. Then [4, Theorem 4.10.32]

A contains a complete set of matrix units {Px^jx^eA and consists

exactly of the operators of the form

Z-i aAi*E\ß

where

¿Z I «xj2 < °°;
x.«

the foregoing operator sum converges in the Schmidt norm. The

projections ExkEA must be «-dimensional («<«>), and thus A is

spatially the direct sum of an «-fold copy of the Hilbert-Schmidt class

on some Hilbert space and an appropriate sized zero operator. It is

easily seen from this and known facts about Hilbert-Schmidt oper-

ators that if AEAC\Ítc) and A = UP is the polar decomposition of

A, then P1I2EA and UP1I2EA. This takes care of the case in which
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A is simple. In the general case, according to the known structure

theorem [4, Theorem 4.10.31] there is a family {i47}Ter of simple,

mutually annihilating ii*-subalgebras Ay of A such that A consists

exactly of all operators B=^,y©By where ByEAy and ||5||*

= Hy \\By\\l< «>.UA = X)7e^7G>in(rc), and A = UP is the polar
decomposition of A, it is clear that P = ^T,y ©P7 where Py = (A*A y)112.

Since PE(tc) along with A, t(P) = J^t t(Py) < °° > and this implies
that t(Py) < oo for each yET. Thus each AyE(rc)C\Ay, and using

the result already obtained for simple algebras, we can write each

Ay in polar form Ay=UyPy where UyP\'2, Py/2EAy. Setting

B = £7© UyPlf2 and C= Et QPf, we obtain |[/j||2 = £7 || UyPxy/2\\l
= Et /(if ^t* U,Pf) = Et í(¿\) =/(P) < « ; similarly || C||î < «o.
Thus, B, CEA and /l = 5C.

The following theorem is the analogue for *-subalgebras of (oc) of

[3, Theorem 2].

Theorem B. Suppose that A and B are *-subalgebras of (oc) which

are closed in the Schmidt norm and which satisfy 8(A) = 8(B). Suppose

also that \p is a *-algebra isomorphism from A onto B. Then there is a

unitary operator U on K satisfying \p(A) = UA U* for each AEA if

and only if t(A)=t(\p(A)) for each A EAC\(tc).

Remark. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that if AEA(~\(tc) then

A=BC where B, CEA. Thus xft(A)=f(B)^(C)EBr\(Tc), so that
l(\p(A)) is meaningful.

Proof of Theorem B. If \p is implemented by a unitary operator,

then the fact that t(A) =t(\p(A)) for AEAÍ\(tc) is a consequence of

the fact that t(-) is a unitary invariant. Thus we turn to the proof of

the other half of the theorem. Consider first the case that A is a sim-

ple ¿P*-subalgebra of (ac). Then, as above, A contains a complete set

of matrix units {Px/i}x,neA and consists of all operators Ex,m aXn-Ëx,i

where Ex,* [ aXf, |2 < ». Since for A EA, \\a\\1 = i( A *A) =t(\p(A)*t(A))
= \\ip(A)\\2., and since any sum Ex,m a\„E\„.EA is the limit in the

Schmidt norm of finite sums, it is clear that if one sets F^ = \f/(E\ß)

for all X, juGA, then the F^ form a complete set of matrix units for B,

and B consists exactly of all operators of the form Ex,m ^P,,,

=tKEx,n axc-Exn)- Then Exx and Fu must be finite dimensional pro-

jections, and since t(E\\) =t(F\\) for all XGA, all of the Pxx and Fxx

must project onto subspaces of 3C of the same dimension. Let

Pxx(3C) = 3Cx and Fxx(3C) = 3Cx for all X, and let X0 be any fixed index

in A. Choose some partial isometry W\„ with initial space 3Cx0 and

final space Xx0- For each juGA, ju^Xo, define TFil = F„x0Wx0.Ex0(.- Easy

calculations show that for all ju, W„ is a partial isometry having initial
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space 3C„ and final space 3CM, and also that WliEl¡\0 = F¡^Aty^. Let

W= 22m£A JFm. It is clear that this sum converges in the strong oper-

ator topology and that IF is a partial isometry having initial space

Xl,.ei ffi3C„ and final space ^„sa ©3C„. Also WElAl) = F„\0W for all
¿iGA. It follows that WE^AV* = F„M lor all p, and by taking adjoints

we obtain IF£xoMlF* = FxoílforaüVSinceforanyX,¿uGA, Fx„ = Fxx0FxoM,

we have

to Fx„ = (IF£xx0IF*)(IF£xQ)1IF*) = IF£X„IF*

for all X, mGA. It is easy to see that 3TC(A) =3COl^ ©3C„ and

9TC(.B) =3C©X!n ©3CM. In addition, from the hypothesis we know

that 5(A) = 5(J5) ; it results that IF can be extended to a unitary oper-

ator on 3C (which we continue to call W) that satisfies (ir). Thus

W('£l\,ß a^E^W* =\¡/('£/\.v a^Ex,,) for finite sums, and since both

mappings preserve the Schmidt norm, it is clear that W implements

\¡/. This concludes the argument in the case that A is simple; in the

general case, A can be decomposed as in Lemma 2.1, and this reduces

the problem to the case already treated. We omit further details of

that argument.

As indicated in the introduction, our plan is to use Theorem B to

give a new proof of Theorem A, and the only remaining difficulty is

disposed of in the following lemma.

Lemma 2.2. Let ß and <S> be any *-subalgebras of (ac) and let A and

B be the closures in the Schmidt norm of ß and 03, respectively. If\[/isa

*-algebra isomorphism of ß onto (B such that t(AiA2) =t(\[/(AiA2)) for

each pair of elements Ai and A2of ß, then t/' can be extended to a *-alge-

bra isomorphism of A onto B which is trace preserving on AC\(rc).

Proof. The hypothesis guarantees that \p preserves the Schmidt

norm, and thus \j/ can be extended to a *-algebra isomorphism \p0 of

A onto B which preserves the Schmidt norm. Since (ac) is a Hubert

space under the inner product [B, C]=t(C*B), and xpo can be re-

garded as a partial isometry which maps the subspace A of (ac) onto

the subspace B of (ac), ipa must also preserve inner products on A.

If AEAC\(rc), then by Lemma 2.1 there are elements B, CEA such

that A m BC. Thus t(A) = t(BC) = [C, B*] = [MO, MB*)]
= t(\y0(Bd) =t(\po(A)), and the proof of the lemma is complete.

Proof of Theorem A. Let a={p(A, A*)/p(x, y)EP] and

<$>={p(B, B*)/p(x, y)EP}- Then ft and (B are *-subalgebras of

(ac), and one can define a mapping \¡/: p(A, A*)-+p(B, B*) from ß

onto (B. To show that \f/ is well defined and, in fact, a *-algebra iso-

morphism of ß onto (B, it suffices to show that p(A, A*) =0 if and
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only if piB, B*) =0. This is true because piA, A*) =0 if and only if

tipiA, A*)[piA, A*)]*)=0 and similarly for p(P, P*), and the

hypothesis guarantees that

tipiA, A*)[piA, A*)]*) = tipiB, B*)[piB, B*)]*).

The proof is completed by applying Lemma 2.2 and Theorem B in

that order, and observing that ^04) =P-

Remark. With minor appropriate translations of terminology, the

above proof of Theorem B becomes a very reasonable, direct proof of

[6, Theorem l] concerning the unitary equivalence of « X« complex

matrices. (This result was improved by one of the authors in [2]).
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